ABBREVIATIONS

AMC     –  Asset Management Company
AMFI    –  Association of Mutual Funds in India
AML     –  Anti Money Laundering
ASBA    –  Applications Supported by Blocked Amount
AUM     –  Asset Under Management
BSE     –  Bombay Stock Exchange
CFT     –  Combating Financing of Terrorism
ETF     –  Exchange Traded Fund
FOF     –  Fund of Fund
IAD     –  Investor Awareness Division
KYC     –  Know Your Customer
NAV     –  Net Asset Value
NFO     –  New Fund Offer
NSE     –  National Stock Exchange
SEBI    –  Securities Exchange Board of India
ELSS    –  Equity Linked Savings Schemes
OIAE    –  Office of Investor Assistance and Education
PAN     –  Permanent Account Number
PMLA    –  Prevention of Money Laundering
SIP     –  Systematic Investment Plan
SWP     –  Systematic Withdrawal Plan
STP     –  Systematic Transfer Plan
ULIP    –  Unit Linked Insurance Plan
UTI     –  Unit Trust of India